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Chevrolet tahoe 2015 user manual

Engine 5.3-litre V8 Gas 3.0-litre Turbo Diesel (+$995) Transmission Transmission Drivetrain Drivetrain Fuel Economy Fuel Fuel Tank Capacity Of Seat Capacity Engine 5.3-litre V8 Gas 3.0-litre Turbo Diesel (+$995) Horsepower Torque Transmission Drivetrain Drajv Weight Maximum INtricacy CO2
Emissions @ 15K mi/year Fuel Tank Capacity Baptist Range City Cruising Range Highway Wheelbase Seating Capacity Front Saddle Leg Room Front Saddle Front Saddle Front Saddle Rame Rame Room Front Saddle Hip Room Hip Room Hip Room Third Row Rame Room Third Row Rame Room
Third Row Row Row Third Hip Cargo Room Volume to Seeat 1 Volume 3 Steering wheel type Steering angle size front-angle Front suspension Front suspension Front tyre Rear rubber Spare rubber Gideon/Very Dark Atmosphere , Premium cloth seat trim Jet Black, Premium cloth seat trim HD Radio
Bluetooth Connection Satellite Radio Smart Device Integration WiFi Hotspot Auxiliary Audio Input MP3 Player Canned Seats Seats Leather Seats Leather Steering Wheel Premium Synthetic Saddles Vinyl Saddles Steering Wheel Audio Controls Power Mirror(i) Adaptive Cruise Control Climate Control
Cruise Control Greed Steering Wheel Keyless Entry Multi-Zone A/C Power Seat Driver Power Passenger Seat Remote Engine Start Last A/C Keyless Start Telematics Back-Up Camera Cross-Traffic Alert Rear Parking Aid Blind Spot Monitor Tape Tape Tape Hold Assist Rubber Pressure Monitor
Stopper Assist Stability Control Winding Control Frontal Barier Crash Rating Driver Air Bag Front Bag Front Air Bag Front Air Bag Passenger Air Bag Back Head Air Bag Basic Corrosion 5 Years/Unlimited Miles Drivetrain Note Selected Fleet Purchases : 5 Years/100,000 Miles Drivetrain Maintenance
Note Roadside Assistance Note Qualified Fleet Purchases: 5 Years/100,000 Miles Roadside Help Rust-through Warranty Note Previous 2021 Warranty Engine 5.3-liter V 8 Gas 3.0-litre Turbo Diesel (+$995) Transmission Transmission Drivetrain Drivetrain Drivetrain Fuel Economy Fuel Economy Fuel
Tank Capacity Fuel Capacity Seating Capacity Seating Engine Capacity 5.3-litre V8 Gas 3.0-litre Turbo Diesel (+$995) Horsepower aa force Torque Transmission Drivetrain Maximum Capacity Vuče CO2 Emissions @ 15K mi/year Fuel Tank Capacity Baptist Range City Cruising Range Highway
Wheelbase Ground Clearance Seating Seating Front Saddle Foot Room Front Saddle Front Saddle Front Saddle Rame Spaciousne front Saddle Hip Room Saddle Leg Room Saddled Headroom Saddled Saddled Rame Room Rear Saddle Hip Room Row Third Leg Room Third Row Headroom Third
Row Shoulder Room Third Row Hip Room Cargo Volume to Seat 1 Cargo Volume to Seat 2 Cargo Volume to Seat 3 Type Turning Type Turning Diameter Wheels Type Front Wheel Size Size Front Rubber Rear Rubber Spare Rubber Gideon/Very Dark Atmosphere, Premium Cloth Seat Trim Jet Black,
Premium Cloth trim black/graphite, low fabric seat trim sand beige, Flat Fabric Seat Trim HD Radio Bluetooth Connection Satellite Radio Smart Device Integration WiFi Hotspot Auxiliary Audio Input MP3 Player Bucket Seats Seats Leather Seats Leather Steering Wheel Premium Synthetic Wheel
Premium Synthetic SyntheticSeats Vinyl Seats Navigation System Steering Wheel Audio Controls Power Mirror(i) Adaptive Cruise Control Climate Control Cruise Control Heated Steering Wheel Keyless Entry Multi-Zone A/C Power Seat Driver Power Passenger Power Passenger Drive Remote Start
Engine Rear A/C Keyless Start Tele Mommatics Back-Up Camera Cross-Traffic Alert Rear Parking Aid Blind Spot Monitor Tape Tape Tape Hold Assisting Rubber Pressure Monitor Stopper Assist Stability Control Winding Control Frontal Barier Crash Rating Air Bag Front Bag Front Air Bag Front Bag
Front Air Bag Rail Air Bag Passenger Air Bag Back Head Air Bag Basic Corrosion 5 Years/Unlimited Miles Drivetrain Note Fleet Qualified Purchases : 5 Years/100,000 Miles Drivetrain Maintenance Note Roadside Help Note Qualified Fleet Purchases: 5 Years/100,000 Miles Roadside Help 2 Years /
Unlimited Miles Rust-Through War Warranty Note Preliminary 2021 Warranty Maintenance We saw 34 photosFrank MarkussBrandon LimPhotosAug 10, 2020Chevrolet Tahoe Full OverviewSo first crack at the new, larger, Commodious i user-friendly T1-generation 2021 Chevrolet Tahoe was u utovaru,
an off-road-optimized Z71 variant that rang the register at an eye-expanding $76,175 i crushed vaga at 5,893 pounds. That's $10,665 and 187 pounds on the Tahoe Z71, which finished in third place in our 2018 Zvers of Burden Big Test. So this bigger, better Chevy has what it takes to wrestle the crown
away from the Ford expedition that won the Test? We may not be able to answer this, because this Tahoe may not put the best foot of the truck of a new generation forward, in part because these legs are extremely heavy. As the first few miles passed beneath this great white beast, I felt on high alert to
examine how this new three-threat suspension - air springs, magnetic shocks and a new long-term quadcopted rear - faced every cylinder and set in Michigan (the ninth worst in the country!) on the roads. But instead of sliding over them, as if on Aladdin's carpet, I was clearly aware of every major bump.
Numerous front-tire blows caused the steering wheel to be shimmering, and all the punches and divas were internalised through a new, repressed one-year-old architecture on the frame. I was expecting an improvement on the four-wheel-stand with Ford's expedition, but instead I was reminded of the
high, Unsprung weight of the living axles you're looking at in my new long-term Ram 2500.See the 34 photosOde a little bit of button-hunting i knob-e, that these air boiling is a snake-like filinge u shock to make me stump some of this road, or here it's just a rotary knob located from 4WD controls that
offers normal, Sport, vuč/vuč i off-road settings (plus button manually lift or lower the suspension). It turned out that it was already in a normal, most comfortable environment. Believing that the 9.0 x 20-inch rims were extremely heavy, I pulled it out and weighed 86.6 kilograms. TireRack only says the tire
at 40 kilograms - just four more than the basic 18-inch tire, and Chevy says the rims of the Z71 are not significantly heasy. Perhaps this early production model simply represents pre-launch tremors. When there were three tone boxes, it was thrown around our hellish ring with admirable control. Its sporty
suspension tuning mode directs these shock magnets to capture enough to eliminate low frequency thunning and rolling humps and sharp curves can otherwise cause them while immediately and momentously firing them to absorb the sharpness that slower-responsive adjustable shocks often allow
through the middle corner of the punches when they are set in a sporty way. The sense of steering is easy and linear, which does not require correction in the middle corner, but brings little or no sense of the road (except those unwanted bump-induced shudders). Also, the brakes are not worth it, except
to offer a good initial bite high on the trip, followed by a lineaffed response. They managed to arrest a 60-mph start at 127 feet; it's 10 meters shorter than that lighter 2018 Tahoe, and is 2 meters less than the winning expedition required). We are still locked out of our usual test facilities, so we didn't have
a chance to pass Test 8, but on the second 200-legged skidpad, We recorded a 0.72 g side grip – a little for 0.74 g of luminous predecessor i (i luminous) 0.76 g Expedition XLT FX4. See all 34 photos Unreh. -- including the addition of a dynamic fuel management (but that's from 8 cylinders, but not that
the same four-cylinders are the same four) the basic 5.3-litre Tahoe engine shares a 355 hp/383-lb-ft rating from its predecessor. This means that its weight-to-strength ratio grows from 16.1 to 16.6 pounds/hp, but acquires four additional transmission ratios. The new Tahoe moves twice before it hits 60
km/h and three times before a quarter of a mile, as opposed to once and twice at the old six-speed. This additional lever helps skip 2021 at 30 mph 0.4 seconds faster, at 60 mph 0.5 seconds ahead (7.4 seconds) and up to a quarter 0.6 seconds faster, going 2.7 mph faster (15.6 seconds at 90.6 mph).
The 375 hp/470-lb-ft Expedition remains far ahead, however, hitting 60 mph in 6.2 seconds and a quarter at 14.8 at 91.7 mph; You'll need a top-shelf Tahoe High Country model of 420 hp/460-lb-ft 6.2-liter V-8 for the Race Expeditions.Tahoe's engine note presents another opportunity to improve. In their
praise for the quiet cabin (and here it's quiet), the engineers have snranged all the joyous music of the fourth-order V-8, so that what's left of the sound that now reaches the passenger's ears seems screwed. Another to-do list for the powertrain team: Improve the calibration of the download in sport mode.
The simple inclusion of sport mode while driving causes the transmission to change down gear, but we've become spoiled by the excellent GM Efficiency Algorithm Logic first introduced years ago on Cadillacs and has expanded to Corvettes and other cars, hold lower gears between an angle, transition
into a bend during hard braking, and generally anticipates what ratio of gears would provide top performance at any time. I didn't notice any of this among our ghosts the rings of hell. We got him; it's not a sports car, but if you offer a sports mode and if the buyer will turn it on, why not be sporty? View all
34 photos of the 71 is a Chevyspeak for rocky-trail gear, and for $60,495, The Z71 base includes a standard 4-angle drive of 2,72:1, a unique front fascia that includes two red-hot hooks and improves the ugao approach for the required 7-degree, the protection of the motor skid and the portable mint (fuel
tank, air suspension pressure tank, but unlike the vulnerable) , 20-inch wheels with all off-road tires, and tube-like assist steps. Invaluable off-roading options include an off-Road performance package ($2,450) that buys magnetic shocks and quadcot air suspension, which can increase ground clearance



from 8 to 10 inches (and knees for easy loading of passengers and gear). Choosing this option forces you to buy a luxury $2,820 package (HD surround vision - also handy for off-roading, warm seats and steering wheel and more) and a package for a maximum of $465. You'll also want it off-road,
because attaching to the safety chain on the pin provide your only place to grab. To get a feel for my off-road sing-offs, I went to The Mounds ORV Park near Flint, Michigan. I turned on off-road mode via the rote knob, moved to neutral and pressed the 4Lo button, and then tracked the flashing indicator
lights when the suspension went up and the portable case was moved. My first hurdles were some rocky steps, and without an observer together during quarantine, Tahoe's nine HD camera views gave many of the situation an awareness of what was directly in front of or behind me and next to each front
wheel. From above on their tippy chopsticks in off-road mode, the nose and tail never dragged, but these steps of the rails are constantly jumping on the rocks and proved to be the ultimate limit on how far I can progress the steps. Without the defeat of the anti-roll rod, the articulation of the suspension
was not particularly impressive – one sand ridge left the front wheel without the rest of the suspension looking particularly twisted. And, of course, the lack of locking (or fast-acting braking operation on rotating wheels) has resulted in a lot of sand spraying from lightly loaded rear tires. But the Wrangler
TrailRunner AT tyres have enjoyed a reasonable grip in the sand and mud, and this airy Z71 is likely to where its predecessor (or competitors) could have coils. Upgrading to fully modern electronic architecture brings most of the latest modern conveniences, For example, wireless Apple CarPlay i Android
Auto, USB-C plugs in the cab (soon our devices require it, but here su i a pair of old-fashioned USB-A jacks in front), full suite of active security systems i drivere i bright, hi-res screen u whole world (turn off a pair of 10.3-inch fora, each with HDMI plug and USB-C input plus the option of mirroring the
phone for $2,490). That said, the speedometer and tach are analog and the info screen by the bok is looking small in 2020 (it should let the Caddy owner make a 38-inch setting for a while). The seats are comfortable (also in the third row), the driving position is excellent and the cab is quiet. But I'm having
trouble with $76,175 vehicles that don't even offer flexible cruise control or ventilated seats. To get one of these options in tahoe, you must first upgrade to prime or high-country trim ratings. The towing towing device is simpler with a collection of trailer docking apps and accessories that can share trailer
pressure monitoring, store multiple trailer profiles and brake retrieval settings, include camera views, check the trailer lighting, etc. (But there is no trailer assist function to suit Ford). Check out all 34 photosThi's never been easier in Tahoe because its load floor has never been lower or flattering. Seats in
the third row of motors down and up at the touch of a button (either from the front superhead or from the rear compartments and the partial lowering and lifting of these seats release their heads from your back view). The captain's middle-row chairs are loaded and then tossed forward to access the back,
which happens in two stages: by pulling the lever on the side of the seat or the tape accessible from the third row, or electrically via the option buttons on the C-pillar or the back end ($370). No matter how they are lowered, the muscles must be back in place manually, fighting springs that help to sudo the
seats flush with the new bottom floor. They always return to their position. Electrical discharges don't always drop seats completely, and when they're down, you climb over serious seat lanes to get back. For these reasons, many can simply walk between chairs more easily. There's no console between
the seats, but for $350, the rear of the front console can return the engine to hold the cup, air conditioning controls and rear screen sticks in easier range. There's a lot to recommend in the new Tahou. Traditionally strong value and low insurance rates promise to maintain the highest cost of ownership that
Tahoe has achieved in our Big Test. His driving and seating in the third row are greatly improved compared to third place 2018 Z71. This Tahoe roughly matches the expedition for the passenger compartment and overwem things for the cargo 18.3 cubic feet more with all seats down, 9.1 more for the
middle line, and 4.6 more in the way back. The Tahoe base is pulling more (£7,700- £7,900 compared to £6,500- 6,600), although the highest estimate is pulling in Ford's favour (9,200- 9,300 to 8,200- 8,400 pounds). And this air-to-air/magnetic shock/independent-rear suspension combo pays undisputed
dividends in off-road performance and ease of entry/extract and trailer trailer. On the other hand, the performance of Tahoe 5.3 V-8 still lags behind competition, and EPA's fuel economy estimates are lagging behind, although the upcoming diesel will certainly change that. I would be tempted to wait a year
to see if Chevy reconsiders its options offer, so it should spend $63,895 to get Tahoe with ventilated seats ($4,280 more than at Ford), or $66,415 to get one with flexible cruise control (though here Ford charges $590 more). In addition, by then, the rebitation of the Beast of Burden test may give us a
more definitive conclusion. It looks good! More details? See all 34 photos 2021 Chevrolet Tahoe Z71 DRIVETRAIN LAYOUT Front engine, 4WD ENGINE TYPE 90-deg V-8, aluminum/head block VALVETRAIN OHV, 2 valves/cyl DISPLACEMENT 325.1 cu and/5,327 cc COMPRESSION 11.0:1 POWER
(SAE NET) 355 hp @ 5,600 rpm MOMENT (SAE NET) 383 lb-ft @ 4.10 th 0 rpm REDLINE 5,700 rpm WEIGHT UP TO POWER 16.6 lb/HP MJESNIK 10-melting automatics AXLE/FINAL/LOW RATIO 3.23:1/2.05:1/2.69:1 SUSPENSION, FRONT; Rear Control hands, air springs, adj shocks, anti-roll rod;
multilink, air springs, adj shocks, steering rod versus rolling ratio 16.6:1 LOCK-TO-LOCK 3.3 BRAKES, F; R 13.5-in vented disk; 13.6-in vented disc, ABS WHEELS 9.0 x 20-in, cast aluminum TIRES 275/60R20 115S Goodyear Wrangler TrailRunner AT DIMENSIONS WHEELBASE 120.9 in TRACK, F/R
68.5/68.3 in LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 210.7 x 81.0 x 75.9-77.9 in GROUND CLEARANCE 8.0-10.0 in APPRCH/DEPART ANGLE 31.5-34.5/20.5-22.5 deg TURNING CIRCLE 42.3 ft CURB WEIGHT 5,893 lb WEIGHT DIST, F/R 51/49% TOWING CAPACITY 8,200 lb SEATING CAPACITY 7
HEADROOM, F/M/R 42.3/38.9/38.2 in LEGROOM, F/M/R 44.5/42.0/34.9 in SHOULDER ROOM, F/M/R 66.0/64.7/62.7 in CARGO VOLUME BEH F/M/R 122.9/72.6/25.5 cu ft TEST DATA ACCELERATION TO MPH 0-30 2.5 sec 0-40 4.0 0-50 5.6 0-60 7.4 0-70 9.7 0-80 12.4 0-90 15.4 PASSING, 45-65
MPH 3.8 QUARTER MILE 15.6 sec @ 90.6 mph BRAKING , 60-0 MPH 127 ft LATERAL ACCELERATION 0.72 g (avg) TOP-GEAR REVS @ 60 MPH 1,300 rpm CONSUMER INFO BASE PRICE $60,495 PRICE AS TESTED $76,175 STABILITY/TOWING CONTROL Yes/Yes AIRBAGS 0: Double front,
Front, front, f/r curtain, front knee, Kono for commuters, road side knee, pedestrians BASIC WARRANTY 3 jetre/36,000 mile POWERTRAIN WARRANTY 5 jers/60,000 mile ROAD ASSISTANCE 5 jers/60,000 mile FUEL CAPACITY 24.0 gal EPA CITY/HWY/COMB ECON 16/20/18 MPG ENERGY CONS,
CITY/HWY 211/169 kW-hrs/100 miles CO2 EMISSIONS, COMB 1.10 lb/mile RECOMMENDED FUEL regular LATEST IN CAR NEWSShare on FacebookShare on Twitter Twitter Twitter
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